where ^w^ is a typical phonon energy and N(0)V is the interaction strength; N(0) is the electron density of states at the Fermi surface and V is the pairing potential arising from the electron-phonon interaction.
It should be kept in mind that Eq. (1) is a weak-coupling approximation to <w>/2kT r , . . Actually, since BCS theory is a weak-coupling theory, this result should not 3 be taken too seriously.
! = N( o)V / C dx H^ (2)
Since the BCS paper, much progress has been made in understanding the role of the electron-phonon interaction in normal and superconducting metals. 
where e D is the Debye tempera-ure, y* is an effective Coulomb repulsion reduced from the instantaneous repulsion y by the fact that Coulomb coupling is propagated much more readily than phonon coupling, and
with a 2 F(w) being the electron-phonon spectral function, F(w) is the phonon density of states and a 2 (w) represents the electron-phonon interaction, X as defined by Eq. (6) is a dimensionless measure of the strength of a 2 F. Roughly speaking, X represents attraction and y* represents repulsion;
bigger X leads to higher T • bigger y* leads to lower T .
•" c
McMillan has shown that X as defined by Eg. (5) can be written
where M is the ion mass and I is the electronic matrix element of the change in the crystal potential U as one atom is moved ICPP') = /** (e pp , ' VU^.dT (8) ^I 2 > is the average over the Fermi surface of the square of I 0 While Eq. (7) i£ rigorous, the relationship [Eq. (4) and modifications] between T c and X as defined by Eq. (5) -or Eq. (7) is not on such rigorous footing.
Eq. (4) and its modifications do, however, have considerable theoretical justification (as good approximations) and considerable experimental verification (again as good approximations).
One of the standard ways to obtain X (by calculation) is to use the 9 Gaspari-Gyorffy (GG) approximation. This is an approximation for the numerator (usually called n) of X as given in Eq. (7) One open question is associated with the existence of an optimum H/metal ratio for maximum T c . Ganguly's explanation for such an optimum in Pd/noble metal/H, in terras of "preferential siting" -i.e., the H atoms preferring to sit in Pd-rich regions, remains to be tested. Also, the Ganguly model predicts that the inverse isotope effect should be accentuated in Pd/Cu/H (smaller "cage" size); this does not seem to be the case (see Reference 1 and 
is taken from experiment.
With such a ratio one is well on the way to obtaining the inverse isotope effect. I feel that the major "confirmation" of Ganguly's model by these authors is that they not only get (with no adjustable parameters) an inverse isotope effect but also obtain values agree- and the rigid-band model (for x) are used. Equation (11) We note that for Pd 0 7 Ag 0 -H n " appears to be increasing through x = 1.0. This does not lend any support to getting a maximum T c with respect to H concentration. n t 0 tal * s decreasing in this range, (n H and n^ for PdH x behave qualitatively similarly to the Pd 0 yAgg ,H case.)
Summary of models:
1. Spin quenching is necessary but not sufficient.
2, Optic phonons play a major role. 
